Michael Eastings (b 1938)
Hastings Don I Destroy Me was produced -when
he was IS J es and After (P) appeared m 1957
The Silence of Lee Han ev Osnald    1966    P
The play   in example of     living theatre
begins with a straightforward narrative of the
assassination of Kennedy   illustiated by film
sequences and stills
Then verbatim passages from the official in
tcrrogation briskly alternate with imaginative
reconstruction? of Oswalds domestic life—a
techniaue which diffuses the sense of authenticity
Rolf Hochhuth (b 1931)
Hochhuth like his predecessor Schiller is
specially interested in the historical play using
poetic licence to organise and adapt factual
material to his own dramatic purpose
Tue Representative    1963    M    P
Using some dramatis personae who represent
historical personages this play in verse etposes
the failure of Pope Pius XII Christ s repre
seniative to protest against the massacre of the
Jews Film sequences of the horrors of Auschwitz
are used with harrowing effect
Soldiers    1968
Hochhuth <; inordinately long play had its
genesis in his horror and protest at the bombing
of non combatants It is set symbolically at
Coventry Cathedral but contains a realistic play
within the play the only part produced m 1968
and here discussed
This is timed For the crucial months May to
July 1943 and historical persons are assigned
fictional parts Hochhuth embodies his theme by
presenting Cherwell as the eminence erise who
advocates to Churchill (John Cohcos) the com
mandmg protagonist a policy of ruthless satura
tion bombing The theme is counterpolnted by
the suggestion that success in modern warfare
demands not only barbarity but treachery This
is given personal urgency in Churchill s confronta
tion with his ally the Polish General Sikoraki
whose intransigent hostility to Bussia was proving
a threat to our precarious alliance with Stalm
Hochhuth s sensational insinuation that Chur
chill connived at Sikorski s death is a striking and
poignant dramatic image and is defended by
some critics on the grounds that a play is an
agreed fiction Hochhuth himself however
claims to have seen secret evidence and has by
some been sharply criticised for traducing Churchill
when L_e cannot produce this
In the final Act Bishop Bell Is presented m a
fictional impassioned protest to Churchill against
Civilian atrocities, but the arguments assigned to
him do not unfortunately proceed to their logical
conclusion that modern warfare is yer se an atro-
city and here the moral pressure of the play is
dissipated
Hochhuth boldly handles his dominant themes
while organising the intricate political detail in a
gripping and enthralling way The presentation
of historical characters Is remarkably convincing
and Churchill emerges as an Idiosyncratic massive
and tragic fcero fully aware of his moral dilemmas
and ironically prescient of his role aa the servant
of history in winning a war that destroyed the
balance of Europe
Donald Howarth
A Mv to, Uftle Jntfta    1965    P
Two households are revealed smmltaneotisly
nagged "by nw promiscuous mother finds
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lack of conviction'! diffidently condones even
the frivolous Celia
But Hampton s focus has shifted from a man s
passion forawomanto friendship between two men
The plaj is too derivative to be entirely self
subsistent but Hampton skilfully incorporates a
subjective penetration of Philip s complex nature
into his meticulously structured comedy
CONTEMPORARY  THEATRE
some confidence m growing a lily bulb This
brings him into touch with Anna an older spin
stemh girl keeping house for her widowed father
and eagerly corresponding with Maurice her
seaman brother The hesitant friendship beta een
Uvm and Vnna is indicated with some charm and
distinction
Three Months Gone    1970
In a sequel Anno, now orphaned is pregnant
after a single sexual encounter with Alvin and
tries to keep him at a, distance But the delicacy
of their relationship is here swamped by extraii
ecus incidents many of them phantasy involving
the presence on stage of the virile Maurice and Ms
encounter with Alvin s mother
Eugene lonesco (b 191?)
lonesco one of the leading Parisian playwrights
of the Absurd differs from Camus and Sartre in
that he expresses his conviction of life a absurdity
not rationally but through images that aie m
themselves absurd
In 1948 while learning English from a primer
lonesco stumbled on his vocation his shocked
reaction to the platitudes he was memorising
being dramatised m The Said Pnma Donna
Here he singled out asnects of contemporary life
which remain as the chief targets of his ridicule
One is the empty myopic existence of the petit
bourgeois his lack of passion and thought the
yielding to conventional pressures the urge to
conform Another is the desiccation of language
which stereotyped and inadequate has become
nothing but cliches empty formulas and slo
gans
lonesco s sense of life s absurdity has deep roots
for he is keenly aware of the anguish of the
modern world of the flight from reason both
tragic and absurd in its potentialities He believes
that by dramatising his own inner hurt he can best
reveal a universal experience In The Shepherd s
Chameleon he has plainly stated that for him the
theatre is the projection on to the stage of the
dark world within the world of dream anguish
dark, desires inner contradictions and obsessions
It follows naturally that he is little preoccupied
with specific social problems Regarding the
human condition as wider and deeper than the
social condition he dislikes any kind of political
message or conformism and deliberately repudi
ates the committed and didactic play
Iconoclastic m both his principles and techniaue
lonesco—as he indicated m Vtctwng of Duty—has
challenged most dramatic assumptions including
realism the concept of the Aristotelian play
consistent characterisation motivation plot and
the distinction between tragedy and comedy
Discarding so much lonesco has evolved a new
technique of shock tactic using most ingenious
theatrical devices to express his convictions He
attempts to go right down to the very basis of
the grotesque the realm of caricature to push
everything to paroxysm to the point where the
sources of the tragic he To create a theatre of
violence—violently comic violently tragic
In his plays as m those of Pinter the tradi
tional dividing lines between tragedy and comedy
melt away for his amusing images are at the same
time poignant expressing as they do human dia
appointment and. folly so that his hilarious
comedy may have a tragic import
A characteristic technique is the use of pro
liferating material objects which externalise the
anxieties of his characters—an accumulation of
chairs 01 eggs for instance or an expanding corpse
He hopes thus to make the stage settings speak
to translate action into visual terms to project
viable images of fear regret remorse alienation
The discarding of proved theatrical techniques
is risky Shock tactics are successful only as
long as they surprise by their novelty It is a
measure of lonesco s talent that he continues to
invent the novel and arresting
In two of his most recent plays "Rhinoceros and
Exit the Etna the nihilism for which lonesco has
been criticised has been relieved by the assertion
of the human value of fortitude
lonesco s plays were introduced into England m
the fifties and they have had a marked and specific

